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1. Need for introducing market testing (Public Service Reform Law) 
>The Public Service Reform Law aims at realizing high quality public 
services by getting both public and private sectors to participate in 
competitive bidding to determine public service contractors. 

- To activate human resources and promote challenge-again, it is essential to expand 
and enhance job placement and job training services by utilizing the private sector’s 
wisdom. 

- “Hello Work” or Public Employment Security Offices have some 23,000 officials 
(of which regular central government employees account for half) who mainly 
undertake over-the-counter services. As job-placement business by the private 
sectors has developed, services which can also be provided by non-public officials 
seem to be expanding. 

- The government should maintain its free-of-charge job-placement services and 
totally commission some part of the services to private sector entities so that 
convenient and enhanced services may be provided in response to workers’ diverse 
needs. 

2. Relations with ILO Convention 88 
>ILO Convention 88 (adopted in 1948) requires “each member state 
to have a national system of employment offices consisting of 
public officials under the direction of a national authority” (see 
Note). An opposition to introduction of market testing is based on 
this requirement. 

- The recent movements at the ILO indicate that appreciation of job placement 
business by the private sector and the need for public-private partnerships have 
been recognized. It is not that complementation by the private sector is denied. 

- A system where a network of “Hello Work” offices is maintained by the 



government and complemented by the private sector can be interpreted as not 
violating the convention. 

- Some ratifying states have implemented efforts to utilize the private sector’s 
wisdom. (For example, the Australian government has totally commissioned 
public services to the private sector based on its interpretation of the Convention 
as meaning that it is only necessary for public employees to bear responsibility 
for providing such services.) 

Note: ILO Convention 88 
Article 2 The employment service shall consist of a national system of 

employment offices under the direction of a national authority. 
Article 3 The system shall comprise a network of local and, where appropriate, 

regional offices, sufficient in number to serve each geographical area 
of the country and conveniently located for employers and workers. 

Article 9 The staff of the employment service shall be composed of public 
officials… 

3. New proposal for introducing market testing 
Can we not change the specific interpretation of the ILO Convention provisions 

to the following? 
(1) The present main network of the public “Hello Work” may be maintained, 

while management of others is totally commissioned to the private sector. 
(For example, some of the 20 “Hello Work” offices in Tokyo’s 23 
special wards may be opened up to the private sector). See Note. 

(2) A public sector network will be maintained by preparation of a system for 
the public sector to supervise those “Hello Work” offices which have been 
opened up to the private sector. 

Note: The ILO Convention provides, “The system shall comprise a network of 
local and, where appropriate, regional offices, sufficient in number to 
serve each geographical area of the country and conveniently located for 
employers and workers.” 


